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Abstract 
 

 Before the emergence and subsequent dominance of professional and school-based 

performing ensembles in the United States, music making was the domain of community-based 

groups that varied in size, scope, quality, and performance goals.  Throughout the early decades 

of the twentieth century, one of the most common musical ventures was the industrial or 

corporate-sponsored ensemble. Advanced for a complex web of reasons, these groups served an 

important and often overlooked part in introducing communities to both music-making and 

regular concert attendance.  

 Based in Middletown, Ohio, the American Rolling Mill Corporation (Armco) sponsored 

a concert band that serves as an exemplary case study of this phenomenon. While many 

community-based ensembles did not last nor had little local or national impact, the Armco Band 

achieved success as a regional and national entertainment act during the twenty years of its 

existence, 1920�40. A key factor in this success was the leadership of Middletown native Frank 

Simon. Dr. Simon founded the band after leaving the legendary Sousa Band. He utilized his 

extensive performing experience, knowledge of band repertoire, and formidable musical skills to 

shape the Armco Band into a professional ensemble of considerable ability.  

 The purpose of this essay is to present a case study of the Armco Band as an important 

popular entertainment phenomenon in American music. The primary function of the Armco 

Band was to entertain a mass audience, and this has an inexorable link to the Armco corporate 

agenda. This paper examines the history, personnel, programming, and community reaction to 

the Armco Band to explore the intertwined ideas of commercialism and music production. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Imagine this typical American scene: it is a hot, humid Sunday afternoon in July, 

sometime in the mid-1920s.  In a sprawling park in Middletown, Ohio, thousands of people 

begin to congregate. Well-dressed men and women arrive in shiny Model-T Fords with children 

and picnic baskets in tow. Other families are making the short walk up the hill from their well-

groomed company housing near the steel mill. Despite the heat and the large crowd, there is a 

palpable sense of anticipation, a buzz of energy that runs through the crowd.  Soon the Armco 

Concert Band will take the stage, resplendent in their military-style uniforms, and shiny new 

horns tucked under their arms, all under the long shadows cast by welcoming signs emblazoned 

with the Armco corporate logo.  As the afternoon sun beats down, the crowd of nearly twelve 

thousand people sits enraptured, tapping toes to marches, listening with curious reverence to the 

exotic sounds of Beethoven, smiling knowingly during the cakewalk, finally rising to their feet 

and feverishly clapping along with the concluding, familiar Sousa March.  

 Is this synthesis of fact and fiction an icon of a long lost American innocence, pointing to 

a simpler time with straightforward pleasures and great community spirit?  Perhaps, but it is easy 

to slip into nostalgia and find some comfort in this image. After all, this is an icon imbued with 

idealism. Prosperity is the order of the day, with the frightening shades of the Great Depression 

and World War II not even on the horizon. In this sea of thousands of faces, the �melting-pot� of 

America is present. Among many others, Polish, German, Scots-Irish, Lithuanian, and Welsh 

immigrants have all flocked to Middletown to find work in the booming Armco mill.  

All of the musicians on stage are also part of the same American Dream, employees of 

Armco who will roll up their sleeves the next morning and return to work producing steel that 
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will help fuel a growing United States economy.  To situate the Armco Band in the proper 

historical and social context, a broad overview of the Armco Corporation and the city of 

Middletown is necessary. Middletown is a small city situated on the Great Miami River in 

southwest Ohio, approximately halfway between Cincinnati and Dayton. Incorporated in 1802, 

Middletown passed through several growth phases similar to many nineteenth-century 

Midwestern American cities and towns.1 The proximity to the Great Miami, a main shipping 

artery connected downriver to the Ohio, helped stimulate growth in agriculture and small 

industries. When the Miami-Erie Canal opened in 1845, Middletown had an even greater link to 

points both north and south, and the small town quickly expanded and became a prominent 

business center.2 During the 1850s, the introduction of railroads also added to the overall 

expansion of the city. By the turn of the twentieth century, major industrial concerns such as Paul 

Sorg�s tobacco and paper companies created a stable economy for the city, and many 

enterprising businesspersons and hopeful future industrialists flocked to Middletown seeking 

financial success.3 

In 1900 George Verity founded the American Rolling Mill Corporation (Armco) in 

Middletown. Already a successful business manager and respected citizen in Cincinnati, Verity 

was attracted to Middletown by the efficient transportation options and incentives provided by 

local business leaders. Despite considerable competition from the dominant steel companies of 

the time such as Carnegie�s U.S. Steel, Armco quickly began to grow and draw attention from 

other industrialists around the world for incorporating all the elements of iron and steel 
                                                 

1 George Crout, Middletown USA, All American City (Middletown: Perry Printing, 1960), 21. 
 
2 Ibid., 39. 
 
3 Many industries peaked or failed during this time. For example, during a successful tobacco marketing 

campaign, Paul Sorg noticed the rising popularity of the bicycle in American culture. As a result, he started the 
Miami cycle company, a firm that produced more bicycles from 1890�1923 than any other American company.  
(Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 2 July 2003.) 
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production together in one location.4 When Verity threatened to move Armco out of Middletown 

for a larger site in 1909, the city leaders offered him the chance to create a specific list of 

incentives that would change his mind.  In the spirit of paternalism that dominated the thinking 

of industrialists during this period, Verity produced a list of civic improvements, including a 

library, a Young Men�s Christian Association, school improvements, and better sewers and 

lighting for the city.5 The city�s leaders eagerly complied, firmly establishing Verity and Armco 

as the dominant economic and social boss of the community.  This relationship would continue 

well into the 1980s, giving Armco complete hegemony in the cultural, political, and social 

structure of Middletown.6 As Middletown grew, Armco executives recommended and supported 

a new hospital, new schools, hotels, parks, and other community improvements.  

The motivation for this community involvement is more complex than simple corporate 

benevolence. In the early twentieth century, many American industries used community 

improvements and family-oriented benefits for employees as a tool to create a perception that 

their company was an ideal place to work. A satisfied labor force would be less likely to organize 

and unionize. A perception existed that a company was a large family, and the executives or 

owners were caring, but distant paternal figures. In 1903 Armco formally introduced the Armco 

Association,7 establishing a vital nexus for this corporate culture. The Association was open to 

the entire labor force, providing social and family outlets such as athletic teams, family picnics, 

men�s and women�s minstrel groups (see figure one), motivational speakers, English lessons, and  

 
                                                 

4 Crout, Middletown USA, All American City, 113. 
 
5 Ibid.  
 
6 Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 2 July 2003. 
 
7 James M. Klein, �The Live Radio Broadcasts of the Armco Band, 1929�1939: Programming and 

Influence on Emerging Band Repertoire� (D.M.A. Thesis, University of Cincinnati, 1981), 3. 
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Figure 1. Photograph, Armco �Girl�s Minstrels,� n.d.   

�sick� benefits for employees in a �certain wage group.�8 When the newly formed factory band 

from the Armco Zanesville Works paid a visit for a company picnic in 1920, the Middletown 

community decided they needed a �bigger, better� band for their hometown.9 The idea caught 

on, and Armco added the new Concert Band to the growing list of cultural opportunities 

provided by the Association.  

Industrial bands were a prominent feature in American culture from the 1860s to the 

1930s. Town and municipal bands were also widely popular during this period. Perhaps the 

industrial band drew from the same Zeitgeist, but the involvement of the paternal corporate 

                                                 
8 Frank Simon, �A Brief Story of the Armco Band,�  Archive Collection, Middletown Historical Society,  

n.d.: 2. 
 
9 Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 2 July 2003. 
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culture is impossible to deny. As LeCroy suggests, the improved welfare of the workers may 

have been the ostensible goal, but the actual purpose of music in industry was to prevent 

formation of unions and maintain social regimes.10 However, the positive long-term effects of 

this dynamic relationship between culture and industry are many. By 1929 Kenneth Clark counts 

625 business and industrial firms in the U.S.A. with active music programs.11 While this number 

may not be inclusive, it does give some indication of the large number of amateurs participating 

in community-based music production. Some industrial bands did not last long or had a highly 

localized impact. Other bands, such as the Armco Band, became national music icons and helped 

ignite greater interest in music.  

The purpose of this investigation is to present a case study of the Armco Band as an 

important popular entertainment icon in American Music.  I intend to demonstrate that the 

primary function of the Armco Band was to entertain a mass audience. This function has an 

inexorable link to the Armco corporate agenda. During the first phase of existence (1920�1929, 

Middletown), the Concert Band was part of Armco�s effort to improve the quality of life for 

employees and raise the reputation and standing of Armco in the community. During the second 

phase (1929�1939, Cincinnati), the Concert Band helped spread the Armco name to households 

in America and abroad. 

The first chapter will focus on Frank Simon, founder and conductor of the Armco Band.  

Dr. Simon is essential to the discussion of the Armco Band for two reasons. First, he was born 

and raised in Middletown. In his formative years he was an active member of the municipal 

band, achieving local celebrity at an early age. His leadership of the Armco Band helped bring 

                                                 
10 Hoyt Lecroy, �Community-based Music Education: Influence of Industrial Bands in the American 

South� Journal of Research in Music Education 46 (1998): 248. 
 
11 Kenneth S. Clark, Music in Industry (New York: National Bureau for the Advancement of Music, 1929), 

207�8. 
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immediate and positive attention from the local community. The second and more important 

reason is to establish a link between Simon and the American Concert Band tradition by 

investigating his time spent as cornet soloist and assistant conductor of the world-famous Sousa 

Band. During his stint with the Sousa Band (1914�1919), Simon worked closely with John 

Phillip Sousa and absorbed a great deal of knowledge which he would later use to shape the 

Armco Band. This included musical aesthetics, standards of personal behavior, and a strong 

drive to program music that closely followed Sousa�s idea to �entertain, not educate.�12    

I will also briefly discuss the controversy surrounding Frank Simon�s departure from the 

Sousa Band by analyzing conflicting historical accounts. It may not be possible to find the 

definitive version of the story, but I think this warrants discussion as his departure coincides with 

the formation of the Armco Band and shows Simon�s temerity and entrepreneurial shrewdness.  I 

will complete this section with my conclusions about the dominance and importance of Frank 

Simon in the Armco story. 

The second chapter will concern the fledgling first months and years of the band as Frank 

Simon attempted to create an ensemble out of musicians with a wide range of skill levels. Simon 

quickly imposed performing standards and specific instrumentation requirements to meet his 

goals. This chapter will also discuss how Frank Simon was able to manipulate the hiring 

practices of Armco to help recruit professional musicians and how he later brought in �ringers� 

or outside musicians to supplement and strengthen the ensemble. This chapter will conclude with 

a discussion of the Armco Band as a Middletown community symbol, with analysis of 

programming and community reception.  

                                                 
12 Sousa clearly defended his position on what audience he was seeking throughout his life (Harry 

Schwartz, Bands of America, (New York, Da Capo Press, 1957). Also, Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The 
Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1988). 
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The third chapter will cover the formation and development of a strictly professional 

ensemble based in Cincinnati. During this period, the Armco Band made weekly radio 

broadcasts heard throughout North America. This chapter will consider how the radio shows 

served as an important advertising effort for the Armco product line and will chronicle important 

national tours and concerts and the additional attention they generated. This chapter will 

conclude with a discussion of the Armco Band as an international entertainment symbol, with 

analysis of programming and community reception. Throughout Chapters Two and Three, I will 

highlight the addition of important individuals including Ernest Glover and Ferde Grofé.  

The concluding chapters will organize and review the broader points made throughout the 

paper and will address the ultimate demise of the Armco Band in 1939.  Authors Paul Bierley13 

and Lawrence Levine14 have suggested that the pinnacle of popularity for the American concert 

band was around 1910. The advent of radio, phonographs, and jazz music all lead to the demise 

of many touring and performing ensembles. In the case of the Armco Band, this may have been a 

factor, but perhaps the overbearing operating costs for twenty years may have driven Armco 

executives to find other ways to advertise and build community spirit. By 1939 Armco was a 

global force in steel production, and it is possible they felt they no longer needed the Armco 

Band to represent them. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
13 Paul Bierley, John Phillip Sousa: American Phenomenon (Miami: Warner Brothers, 2001). 
 
14 Lawrence Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1988).  
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CHAPTER 2 

FRANK SIMON 

 Frank Simon is the most important person in the Armco Band story. A strong-willed and 

entrepreneurial man, Simon founded and was the director of the Armco Band during its entire 

existence. Every aspect of the Band was under Simon�s direct control, from programming to 

personnel. In addition to his work for Armco, he achieved considerable fame during his lifetime 

as a cornet soloist, composer, educator, and bandmaster. After his death in 1967, his celebrity 

quietly disappeared.  However, a renewed interest in Frank Simon and the Armco band has 

emerged, including the formation of the Cincinnati-based Frank Simon Band in 2003. This new 

professional ensemble honors Simon�s legacy and promotes education and performance goals.15 

 The legacy of the Armco Band and Simon�s central position in this story does not garner 

much attention in mainstream American music history. A concise account of Frank Simon�s 

career is elusive. He was always image-conscious and given to spinning lore and glossing over 

details of his life, presenting an idealized story that helped perpetuate a larger-than-life persona. 

Conflicting information exists in secondary sources published after his death, and his own 

versions of events are often contradictory or leave out important details.  

 Frank Simon was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, on 26 November 1889. His parents, Solomon 

and Bertha Simon, were German Jewish immigrants who met and married in 1888.16 Solomon 

had tried several careers before he settled in Cincinnati, including stagecoach driving and cow 

wrangling in Texas, and Bertha had recently moved to Cincinnati from Dayton to work as a 

                                                 
15 Mrs. Carol Dunevant, Cincinnati, Ohio, interview by author, 10 July 2003. 
 
16 Michael Freedland, Music Man: The Story of Frank Simon (Portland, Oreg.: Valentine Mitchell, 1994), 

12. 
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dressmaker.17 A year after Frank was born the family moved to Middletown and opened a dry 

goods store. The Simon family quickly became prominent local citizens.  A bustling industrial 

city, Middletown provided Frank with opportunities to have musical and interpersonal 

experiences that would shape his personality in profound ways. 

 Frank exhibited musical inclination at an early age. One apocryphal account suggests that 

Frank and his younger brother, Leo, constantly sang, whistled, and used rolled-up newspapers 

for instruments.18 Additional lore, already surfacing in 1914, tells of a seven or eight year old 

Frank cutting school to follow a circus band on parade around the city.19 At the age of nine, he 

�found� a flute and taught himself to play.20 Despite the fact that he apparently played with 

incorrect hand and body position,21 he took flute lessons until he was eleven. He did not enjoy 

playing the flute and could not have made much progress given his playing technique and the 

dubious quality of instruction he received, so he persuaded his mother to purchase a cornet.22 At 

the age of eleven, he began lessons with Q. C. Buckles, the local municipal band director. 

Buckles was a capable cornet player and reportedly inspired a love of the instrument in young 

Frank. In addition, it appears that Frank�s first band experience began at this time, since Buckles 

invited him to play in the municipal ensemble. The local band was an informal one with flexible 

                                                 
17 Ibid. 
 
18 Victoria Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influence.� Journal for Band Research 23 (1988): 41. 
 
19 Henry Fillmore, �Frank Simon,.� Musical Messenger 1914: 1 (Simon Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio).  

 
20 Freedland and Fillmore cite this �discovery� as an example of Frank�s serendipitous entry into music. I 

would argue that this is a slight exaggeration meant to add an aura of mystery to the story.  
 
21 Freedland, Music Man: The Story of Frank Simon, 17. 
  
22 Ibid. 
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personnel,23 and when Buckles moved away from Middletown in 1903, he put fourteen-year-old 

Frank in charge as director. 

 During his formative years, Simon received a great deal of support and encouragement 

from his parents and extended family. His uncle Julius Simon owned a successful local store 

called �Noah�s Ark.� Julius constantly urged Frank to think in capital accumulation-driven 

business terms,24 an ideology that is manifest in his activities throughout his career. On 12 April 

1902, a terrible tragedy struck the Simon family. Young Leo, Frank�s constant companion, was 

riding his bicycle on a family errand when a steam-powered, oversized automobile lost control 

and ran over him. Leo died within a few hours. Considered the second automobile fatality in the 

United States,25 this terrible event drew Simon even closer to his mother. From that point 

forward, Bertha Simon spent all of her time and energy nurturing and encouraging him in his 

musical endeavors. She carefully saved money to pay for his music lessons, lavished praise on 

him with every new career step, and carefully clipped newspaper and magazine articles related to 

her son�s activities until the day she died.26  

 After Buckles�s departure from Middletown, Frank began taking the train to Cincinnati 

for weekly lessons with William J. Kopp who played first trumpet in the Cincinnati Symphony 

and served on the faculty at Cincinnati College of Music.27 Bertha Simon initially tried to 

register Simon for lessons through the College, but after hearing him play, Kopp insisted that the 

                                                 
23 Simon later said �When they were all there and sober, they numbered about fourteen.� (Frank Simon, 

�The Armco Band� transcript of November 1966 speech for Middletown Optimist Club, Middletown Historical 
Society Archives: 1). 

 
24 Freedland, Music Man: The Story of Frank Simon, 19�22. 
 
25 Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 3 July 2003. 
 
26 Dr. David Simon, Cincinnati, Ohio, interview by author, 2 July 2003.  
 
27 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influences,� 41. 
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thirty-minute lesson time slot offered by the College was not sufficient and asked that Simon 

come to his home for hour lessons instead.28 In 1905 Kopp suggested that Simon audition for 

Herman Bellstedt. He was also a member of the Cincinnati Symphony and had achieved 

international fame as a cornet soloist and composer during his tenure with the world-famous 

Sousa Band. As the legend goes, Bellstedt told Simon, �Young man, if you�ll do your part, I�ll 

do mine,�29and they began a close working relationship that would last many years and alter the 

course of Frank�s career in profound ways. The cost of sending Frank to Cincinnati for 

instruction was difficult for the Simon family, with transportation fares, lesson fees, and meal 

expenses totaling approximately six dollars a week, but Bertha found ways of stretching the 

family budget to give him this opportunity.30  

 For the next four years, Simon continued lessons with Bellstedt and occupied himself 

with various musical activities. The Middletown municipal band was officially renamed 

�Simon�s Band,� and despite his relative youth, Simon became a local celebrity. As he 

developed a strong sense of professionalism and musicianship from his lessons with Bellstedt, he 

also grew as a teacher and bandmaster, urging, teaching, and cajoling his group of rank amateurs 

to greater achievement and musicianship. This early display of patience and persistence is the 

first evidence of a teaching facility that would become one of his personality traits. 

 Another of Simon�s infamous character traits emerged during this period. Built in the late 

nineteenth century, the Sorg Opera House in Middletown was a frequent stop for the dominant 

forms of traveling entertainment of the time, including Chautauqua groups, minstrel shows, 

                                                 
28 Frank Simon, �The Armco Band� (transcript of November 1966 speech for Middletown Optimist Club, 

Middletown Historical Society Archives): 2. 
 
29This oft-repeated version may have originated with Simon himself, but it finds its way into nearly all 

accounts of his rise to fame (see Ullery, Bierly, and Freedland). 
 
30 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influences,� 41. 
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circus bands, touring bands and orchestras, and other musical acts.  Simon played shows at the 

Sorg two or three nights a week, earning seventy-five cents a service for over five hours of work. 

When the American Federation of Musicians formed local number 321 and unionized the Sorg 

musicians, the players demanded and received twice that amount, earning a dollar-and-a-half per 

service. Speaking to the Middletown Optimist Club in 1966, Simon recalled, �Boy, we did stick 

the old Opera House. . . .I just wanted to tell you that I came up the hard way.� 31 There is no 

evidence that Simon played a role in unionization and negotiation, but from this experience he 

certainly learned to advocate for musicians economic rights, an incorrigible trait that would 

eventually land him in trouble with Sousa and later tarnish his reputation once he became a well-

paid bandmaster.   

 In 1909 Kopp formed his own band and hired Simon to serve as cornet soloist. 

Comprised of many German-American musicians, the Kopp Band regularly played at the 

Cincinnati Zoological Garden. Through the local network of German-American musicians, 

Simon�s playing piqued the interest of John C. Weber, a local saloon owner and conductor of 

Weber�s Prize Band.  Weber hired Simon to be cornet soloist with his band in 1910, giving 

Frank yet another venue for his budding talent. Weber�s band was deeply rooted in the German 

Band tradition with all rehearsals conducted in German.32 The band performed extensively for 

German beer-halls and family entertainment events in Cincinnati�s predominantly German 

neighborhood, Over-the-Rhine. Weber�s band was also an incubator for young talent, including 

future stars such as Henry Fillmore and Charles Stacy.33 The ensemble made two 

transcontinental tours, giving Simon a taste of the barnstorming life of a traveling musician, a 

                                                 
31  Simon, �The Armco Band,�18.  
 
32 Freedland, Music Man,40. 
 
33 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influences,� 42. 
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taste he never quite lost. Taking place during the summer months, the tours also helped spread 

Simon�s name as an emerging musical star. 

 During the winter of 1912�1913, Simon possibly performed with the Cincinnati 

Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Leopold Stokowski. In her 1987 Journal for Band 

Research article �Frank Simon: History and Influence,� Victoria Ullery devotes an entire 

paragraph to this fact: 

 During the winters [sic] of 1912-1913, Simon was a member of the Cincinnati Symphony  
 Orchestra under the leadership of Leopold Stokowski. Playing in the orchestra was 
 a valuable experience which provided Simon with the opportunity to expand his  
 knowledge of symphonic music. Many of his conducting skills came from the two years  
 he observed Stokowski. Friendships established in the orchestra were to last a lifetime.34   
 
However, my investigation of this facet of Simon�s life did not lead to the same conclusions. 

First, according to current Cincinnati Musicians Association (A.F.M. local #1) board president 

Eugene Frey, personnel archives from this period do not show Simon ever playing as a 

contracted member of the orchestra.35 Thus, if he did perform with the Symphony, they hired 

him as an extra or substitute player on an occasional basis only, perhaps only sitting alongside 

his teachers Bellstedt and Kopp in the trumpet section. Second, a shift in the climate of opinion 

in the professional music world took place over the course of the twentieth century. The 

orchestra became one of the ultimate expressions of �high� culture, leaving other forms of 

cultural expression behind as �low� or �common.�  Contemporary musicians and scholars now 

tend to over-emphasize the importance of orchestral experience as the paramount musical 

achievement.  

 A survey of several promotional biographies of Simon emphasize this point about the 

Cincinnati Symphony. In the 1920s, Armco publicity pieces proclaimed Simon �the foremost 

                                                 
34 Ibid., 43. 
 
35 Mrs. Carol Dunevant, Cincinnati, Ohio, interview by author, 11 July 2003.  
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Bandmaster in the world, and the best-known cornet soloist in the land� while emphasizing his 

tenure with the Sousa Band.36 By 1940 promotional literature for �Frank Simon and his Famous 

Radio Band� featured an eight-paragraph biography that did not mention the Cincinnati 

Symphony experience at all.37 By 1991 when the Goldman Band performed a Frank Simon 

tribute concert, the lead paragraph of the Simon biography read, �Frank Simon was one of the 

great bandmasters. A pupil of Herman Bellstedt, Simon played with the Cincinnati Symphony 

Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski.�38 This shift in emphasis highlights the importance that 

contemporary thought places on the orchestra as a cultural symbol.  

 Unfortunately, this has caused writers such as Ullery to exaggerate emphasis on Simon�s 

possible orchestra experience. The emphasis on Stokowski�s influence was also indicative of the 

hyperbole that surrounded his importance as a twentieth-century musician. This misguided 

combination of cultural hierarchy led writers away from Simon�s more important influences. 

Perhaps Simon helped perpetuate the myth by over-emphasizing his own experience to the point 

of exaggerating about his time with the Cincinnati Symphony.  Nevertheless, Stokowski and the 

Cincinnati Symphony could have played only a small role in Simon�s development.  The next 

phase in Simon�s career, his time with the Sousa Band, was a more important period in his 

growth as a musician and bandmaster.  

In 1914 after nearly five years building a reputation as a cornet soloist, Simon took the 

most important step in his career.  He was still a faithful pupil of Herman Bellstedt, and this 

relationship was about to pay a priceless benefit for the twenty-five-year-old Simon. Herbert 

                                                 
36 �Untitled article� Armco Bulletin, Spring 1921 (Sam Ashworth private archives). 
 
37 Promotional Program,  1940 (Sam Ashworth private archives). 
 
38 Goldman Band Program, 1991 (Sam Ashworth private archives). 
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Clarke, the famous cornet soloist and assistant conductor of the Sousa Band, had announced that 

he was going to retire from the band at age fifty. Bellstedt, a long-time friend of Sousa, 

intervened on Simon�s behalf and arranged for him to join the Band with the possibility of taking 

over for Clarke when he retired. Simon�s own version of the process, perhaps apocryphal, is that 

Bellstedt suddenly called him �on the only telephone in Middletown� and urged Simon to �hurry 

up down here [to Cincinnati]; I�ve got good news for you.�39 Bellstedt told Simon that Clarke 

was going to retire, and it was possible that he could take his place.   

 Freedland�s biography highlights the fact that Simon joined the Sousa Band without an 

audition, but this practice was common during the period.40 In fact, most of the job placements of 

the day operated through a series of networks and contacts, and if an audition were involved, it 

could be as simple as playing for a conductor in his hotel suite. Simon was fortunate to have the 

Bellstedt recommendation, since it facilitated the jump to the Sousa Band. By all accounts, he 

did meet Sousa�s intense standards of musicianship and proved to be a superb addition to the 

Band. Contrary to Simon�s own recollections, he was not an immediate superstar with the 

ensemble. Clarke remained the cornet soloist and assistant conductor until his retirement in 1917, 

so Simon�s early solo performances with the Sousa Band, while indisputably of high caliber, 

were not prominent features on Sousa�s programs. By taking on a secondary role next to Clarke, 

Frank was entering into a form of apprenticeship with the older performer, a teacher-student 

relationship that would help Simon learn to cope with the brutal playing routine and physical 

demands of the Sousa schedule.41 

                                                 
39 Simon, �The Armco Band,� 3. 
 
40 Freedland, Music Man, 48. 
 
41 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influence,� 41. 
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 While Clarke provided cornet-related mentoring and guidance for his young associate, 

Sousa had a profound impact on Simon�s overall musical personality. When he emerged a few 

years later as a bandmaster, he used the legendary Sousa as his model of dress, conduct, musical 

standards, and programming. A thorough analysis of the Sousa approach is beyond the scope of 

this study, but a few general statements that illustrate his character and musical views will help 

illuminate the link between Sousa, Simon, and the Armco Band. The most profound influence 

was aesthetic. Sousa deliberately cultivated a musical sensibility that dictated that entertainment, 

not education, was the goal for his ensemble.  He carefully took the ostentatious showmanship of 

earlier bandmasters like Patrick Gilmore and added a layer of respectability without losing the 

mass appeal. To please a broad audience, his programs featured a variety of musical selections, 

including solo features, marches, transcriptions of symphonic repertoire, and dance pieces.42  

 Along with this carefully controlled musical programming, Sousa cultivated an idealized 

public personal image of the rugged, masculine, and patriotic American.  Even after he left the 

Marine Band to conduct his own civilian ensemble, he insisted on military style dress and 

comportment from all his musicians. In the male-dominated world of Bands, his exploits as a 

horseback-riding, target shooting, but refined gentleman who always knew how to treat a lady 

were widely admired and discussed. He achieved superstar status and respect and used this 

power to run his ensemble in an autocratic, sometimes brutal way. Only the highest standards of 

musicianship and technical ability were acceptable, and Sousa would summarily dismiss any 

player who showed any type of weakness. Frank Simon survived within this system for a few 

years, apparently, just long enough for Sousa�s ideology to become his dominant belief structure.  

                                                 
42 Charles Hamm, Music in the New World (New York: W. W. Norton, 1983), 292. 
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 When Herbert Clarke retired from the Sousa Band in 1917, he took a position in Ontario 

as music director of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Company Band.43 Sousa promoted Simon to 

take Clarke�s place, but he did not have much time to enjoy his new position. Ever the patriot, 

Sousa had volunteered for military service to aid the U.S.A. in World War I. In May 1917 he 

accepted an assignment as the chief administrator and educator at the Great Lakes Naval 

Training Center,44 with the primary mission of forming and training Navy Bands. The civilian 

band was suspended, and Simon went home to Middletown. At this point, he was also briefly 

involved with the military, serving for an unknown period as Bandmaster for the U.S. Aviation 

School Band at Fairfield, Ohio. The disposition of this ensemble is unknown, although a half-

page advertisement appears in the October 1917 Musical Messenger (See figure 2).45 Despite the 

effort involved, this ensemble seems to have had little momentum, and apparently lasted less 

than a year. The following oblique reference to the situation appears in a letter from Sousa to 

Simon dated 5 March 1918: 

 I regret to hear about your loss in the Fairfield Band scheme but the trouble comes from 
 the fact that a lot of enthusiastic officers in the service know the necessity for music and 
 some of the high officials realize the expense attached to it have frowned upon the 
 expenditure of money for bands [sic].46 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
43 Freedland, Music Man, 69. Many other retired players joined the growing ranks of industrial band 

directors during this time, as it was usually a lucrative career move. 
 
44 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influence,� 46. 
 
45 Musical Messenger, October 1917, Simon Archives.  
 
46 John Phillip Sousa to Frank Simon, 5 March 1918, Middletown Historical Society Archives. 
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For the first, but not last time in his career, it appears that Simon had failed. With his strong will 

and entrepreneurial spirit, he would succeed many times, but there were occasions when even his 

personality and talent could not prevail. 

 

 

Figure 2. Article, 1917 Musical Messenger. 

 The time away from the Sousa Band did not last long. The aforementioned letter from 

Sousa to Simon included an invitation to join the Band for the 1918 summer touring season. 

Frank returned to the Sousa Band and enjoyed great success as the cornet soloist and assistant 

conductor. Along with greater daily responsibility, the promotion gave Frank more reasons to 

interact with Sousa on an individual basis. This further solidified the learning process, giving 

him specific ideas that would influence his own management and interpersonal style. Already a 

seasoned veteran and known personality on the touring circuit, Simon redefined the role of the 
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Sousa cornet soloist and achieved success on his own terms despite the fact that he was replacing 

Herbert Clarke, known to this day as one of the great cornet virtuosi of all time.  

 In retrospect, 1918�1920 were the best years of Simon�s Sousa Band experience. Finally 

coming into his own as a soloist beyond the shadow of all his mentors, from Buckles to Clarke, 

Simon was tasting success in his personal, musical, and financial life. While he later tried to 

create an image of the humble, small town boy made good that slightly stretched the bounds of 

truth, there is no denying that one of his greatest moments in the Sousa Band came 3 October 

1919, when Sousa�s Band performed a sold-out concert at Middletown�s Sorg Opera House. The 

hometown audience included his family, friends, and many local admirers who had followed 

Simon�s rise. Reporting in the Middletown Journal the next day, an anonymous writer heaped 

praise on Sousa and Simon, with lavish statements including, �The most important musical event 

that ever occurred here. . .one could not help feeling that he was at the foot of genius [Sousa].� 

And about Simon, �Thirty year old Simon was given special ovation.�47 Moreover, in a strange 

bit of foreshadowing, the following statement appeared in the same article: 

 As local citizens watched young Frank perform, they wondered if perhaps here was a 
 man capable of handling a band of his own. Your scribe predicts that such a band may be 
 formed within a few years. Frank Simon is ready for his own band.48 
 
In fact, Simon�s days with the Sousa Band were about to end, and the Armco Band story was 

ready to begin. 

 There are conflicting accounts about Frank Simon�s departure from the Sousa Band. The 

definitive truth may be lost, but historical investigation at a distance of over eighty years yields 

interesting observations on Simon�s real image, as opposed to the manufactured and controlled 

                                                 
47 George Crout, Middletown Diary (Middletown: Self-published, 1980) Vol 1, 9�10. 
 
48 Ibid., 10. 
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persona. It was widely accepted that Simon did not play with the Sousa Band after 1920, and the 

split from the Band received mention in Bierly�s Sousa monograph,49 Freedlands�s biography of 

Simon50, and a few other accounts. At the core of the story was a labor dispute within the ranks 

of Sousa�s band. In early 1920 the Sousa Band was on an extended American tour. Long before 

professional music ensembles had support staff, members of touring groups took turns booking 

hotel and travel arrangements in advance. On one specific occasion, someone neglected the train 

and hotel arrangements, leaving the bandsmen tired, hungry, homeless, and sore when they 

arrived in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.51  In the stifling world of a Sousa tour, it was easy to 

comprehend why this would set off a chain of events that would be controversial for many years.  

Fueled by their indignation and growing displeasure with the ways of the �Governor� (Sousa), 

the men called a �gripe session� and elected to boycott the matinee concert the following day.52  

 Simon�s role in this labor strike was not clear. Given his experience with labor advocacy, 

and his apparent need for acceptance from those around him, he could have agitated for this 

unprecedented move. In addition, he found himself trapped between his loyalty to Sousa, the 

cold and calculating dictator who never mingled with his band socially and traveled in his own 

private Pullman car, and his loyalty to the bandsmen, the jocular, backslapping world of men on 

tour that he had first experienced in 1910 with Weber�s band. When the strike was set in motion, 

                                                 
49 Bierly, John Phillip Sousa, 50�70.  
 
50 Freedland, Music Man. 
 
51 Ibid., 112. Even Freedlands�s misguided name of the city may be obfuscation, as no such city is listed in 

the 2003 Rand McNally atlas in South Carolina, only North.  
 
52 Ibid. See also Bierly, John Phillip Sousa, 58. 
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only nineteen of the sixty-four bandsmen arrived to play the next concert, and Simon insisted for 

the rest of his life that he was one of the nineteen.53  

 No matter what role Simon played in this action, when Sousa sent contract invitations for 

the next season, he was not included. Simon spent the rest of his life trying to put the subject to 

rest and create a version of the story that downplayed the gravity of the situation, to the point 

where he would manipulate facts to serve his goals. For example, in his 1966 Optimist Club 

speech, a document that formed the basis for a great deal of Michael Freedland�s  biography, 

Simon insisted that he only reluctantly took the Armco Band offer, leaving the �greatest job in 

the world� so that he could �be closer to his beloved parents.�54 In terms of his parting from the 

Sousa Band, he presented the story as a seamless transition from Sousa to Armco: 

 Well, it was the biggest decision that I made in my lifetime� I resigned my job with John 
 Phillip Sousa, and I can show you letters in my file where it nearly broke his heart, if I do 
 say so, because he wrote me that �Sousa�s Band without you wouldn�t be Sousa�s Band.� 
 That�s a compliment coming from the greatest man of his kind in the world.55 
 
Unless another unknown document has been lost, the �letter� Simon was referring to could only 

be the same 1918 letter discussed above. The actual letter reads, �I hope to start with the Band 

about the 29th of June and to play up to the middle of September, and of course Sousa�s Band 

would not be Sousa�s Band without you.�56  

 Simon�s revised version of events created a comfortable story without a painful break 

from Sousa, but the reality of the situation was that he was unemployed, probably despondent, 

and living at home when the Armco offer arrived. After leaving the Sousa Band, Frank Simon 

                                                 
53 Ibid., 113. 
 
54  Simon, �The Armco Band,� 7�8.  

 
55 Ibid., 9. 
 
56 John Phillip Sousa to Frank Simon, 5 March 1918, Middletown Historical Society Archives.  
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spent a brief period trying to start a music studio in Chicago,57 hoping that his fame would draw 

top students. Similar to the Fairfield Air Academy Band, this venture did not last, and little 

mention of this appeared in published accounts. While he would later reconcile with Sousa, the 

split must have caused deep personal consternation for Simon. However, by 1930 he had 

manipulated the facts and a newer, happier version of the departure found its way into 

circulation. A Middletown Journal article published that year presented this version: �Ten years 

ago, he [Simon] decided to take a much needed vacation. That was shortly after Middletown had 

been given the thrill of having him with Sousa at the Sorg.�58 

 No matter what really happened, Simon was suddenly back at home in Middletown, 

eager to get married, and looking for a new opportunity when Armco executives decided to 

create an industrial band to add to its roster of cultural offerings. The fortuitous timing could not 

have been better for Armco. Ultimately, the conflict that tore Simon away from Sousa was of 

minor importance, and the various versions of the story that have passed into myth all point to 

one simple fact, Simon�s obsession with success and significant musical experience would help 

shape the fledgling Armco Band into one of the most important ensembles of its time.  

 From this point forward, the Simon story merged with the Armco Band story. Detailed 

information about his life beyond Sousa is included in the following chapters of this document. 

Along with the fame that the Armco experience generated, Simon also gained widespread 

attention for his influence as a college professor, clinician, cornet teacher, and all around positive 

force in American music education. Beyond Armco, he also deserved credit for creating the band 

program at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, an act that quite possibly saved the 

                                                 
57 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influence,�  47. 
 
58 Alice Lloyd, Middletown Journal ,n.d. Sam Ashworth Private Archives. 
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depression-era Conservatory from bankruptcy and obscurity,59 credit for discovering many 

talented high school musicians including future trumpet star Al Hirt,60 and credit for preserving a 

library of thousands of band scores that have become part of permanent archives of the 

University of Arizona and U.S. Marine Band libraries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
59 Even though this sounds like an exaggeration, a quick glance at the conservatory curriculum of the late 

1920s suggests that Simon�s new band program did indeed help a nineteenth-century relic compete with more 
progressive schools in the Midwest. Simon�s contemporaries all agree with this, especially Bob Hornyak  (phone 
interview, 3 July 2003). 

 
60 Simon not only recruited Hirt to study at the Conservatory, he paid for three-quarters of his tuition and 

expenses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 THE MIDDLETOWN YEARS 

 By 1920 the Armco Association was offering a wide range of popular social activities. 

These included basketball and baseball teams, music concerts, trips to area parks, discounted 

theater or film tickets, dances, and family picnics. Middletown residents still recall stories of 

fathers, grandfathers, or other family members who spoke fondly of �the days when Armco 

really took care of us, and we had a lot of fun.�61 Musical activities were especially popular and 

were usually part of the Association-sponsored Armco Friday Nights. In 1917 George Verity 

hired Bennett Chapple to serve as Director of Publicity for Armco. One of his first tasks was to 

create a family-oriented program that would bring the labor force into the imposing new Armco 

Headquarters.62 The new facility was equipped with a large auditorium, so Chapple initiated the 

Armco Friday Nights entertainment series. Almost every Friday night, employees could bring 

their families to see local and regional entertainers, guest speakers, employee musical and 

theatrical acts, and many other forms of �light� entertainment. For 1920�1921, Armco formally 

introduced a musical �season� that would take place during the Friday night series.63  

 The popularity of music programs for Armco employees generated interest in permanent 

ensembles. This interest intensified after the appearance of the Zanesville Armco Band at 

National Armco Day in Middletown on 25 September 1920.  Armco had expanded to Zanesville 

earlier in the decade, and employees had formed a Band and Drum corps in 1919.64 Only twenty-

                                                 
61 Mr. Bill Stabler, Middletown Ohio, interview by author,  11 July 2003. 
 
62 Bennett Chapple, Seventy Years in Seventy Minutes (Middletown, Self-Published, 1955), 59. 
 
63 Armco Bulletin, (April 1920): 1.  Starting in 1914, Armco published a monthly magazine for their 

employees. Now preserved at the Middletown Historical Society, these documents provide a majority of the sources 
for this section. No author is given for most articles, so footnotes will appear in this format.  

 
64 Klein, �The Live Radio Broadcasts of the Armco Band,� 6. 
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eight members strong, the Zanesville Band marched in the Armco Day parade and gave an 

evening concert featuring, among others, Frank Simon as soloist.65 The enthusiastic response to 

the Zanesville Band sparked immediate desire on the part of the Middletown Armco Association 

to create a local ensemble. 

 Throughout the autumn of 1920 Armco management and Association officers worked 

together on a plan to found a band. Well-placed articles in the October and November Armco 

Bulletins generated further interest. These articles were quite possibly the work of Chapple, a 

known music lover who had played in a boys bugle corps as a teenager. Chapple was a staunch 

advocate for the Armco Band, later becoming both a close friend of Frank Simon and the 

creative and actual voice of the �ironmaster� on the Armco broadcasts.  The first article appeared 

in October 1920: 

 National Armco Day proved beyond any question or doubt the need of a good band 
 composed of Middletown people. There have been several attempts made in the past to 
 organize an Armco Band, and the failure of these attempts should not prevent us from 
 making another attempt to organize this much needed organization at this time. Armco 
 should have a band of 100 pieces. . . . �Let�s go bandmen� and get this thing started  
 without any further delay.66 
 
The next appeal appeared in November 1920 and emphasized the Armco community interest: 
  
 A high grade Armco band would be the most popular attraction not only for Armco but 
 for the entire community, [italics my own], and it is hoped by the end of another year that  

this much needed organization will be brought together under a competent leader.67 
 
As it turned out, the �competent leader� was living in Middletown and was about to be named 

the new Director of Music for Armco. 

                                                 
65 Klein, �The Live Radio Broadcasts of the Armco Band,� 7.  
 
66 Armco Bulletin, 7 (October 1920): 397. 
 
67 Armco Bulletin, 7 (November 1920): 413. 
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 In January 1921, the Armco Bulletin formally introduced Frank Simon, the �world�s 

greatest cornetist,� as the new Music Director,68 and with great excitement and fanfare 

announced the formation of the Band. Events leading up to this historic announcement are 

difficult to document. Most accounts rely on Simon�s own version of the story. Later in his life, 

Simon would recall that George Handley, the Armco Association president, approached him and 

sought help forming a Band, asking, �I don�t know a bass drum from a clarinet, but could you 

help me or give me some ideas how we could have a band in Middletown?�69 Simon agreed, and 

helped Handley write a questionnaire that he sent to all Armco employees, seeking interested 

persons and inquiring about musical experience. The response was not encouraging. Of the scant 

twenty-two responses, very few employees had any actual music training, and many of them 

were keenly interested in playing the drums.70  

 Despite the tepid response, Simon and Handley somehow put together a small group of 

men who gathered for the inaugural rehearsal on an unspecified Sunday in December. In addition 

to selecting music for the group, Simon traveled to Cincinnati to locate used instruments.71 By 

Simon�s standards, the rehearsal was a disaster.72 Many of the amateur musicians could not read 

music, and most of them had less than adequate technical skills. Some of Armco�s executives 

were present for this infamous rehearsal, and despite what they heard, they still pressed forward 

with plans to sponsor a band. 

                                                 
68 Armco Bulletin, 8 (January 1921): 39. 

 
69  Simon, �The Armco Band,� 5. 
 
70 Ibid. 
 
71 Ibid., 6. 
 
72 Ibid., 7. His exact words, �it was god-awful!�  
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 Part of Simon�s disappointment may have stemmed from the fact that he was already 

negotiating a position with Armco and was expecting to take control of the band. His own 

version of events was that Charlie Hook, Armco vice-president, called him after the rehearsal 

and asked for his advice on how to proceed with building the band. This included a request for 

names of potential band directors that Simon could recommend. After some thought he could not 

name any, so Hook suddenly said, �What�s the matter with you taking it?�73 Simon turned down 

the initial offer, but after several days, he �reluctantly� accepted.74 He cited personal reasons for 

the change, including the need to permanently be close to his aging parents, the desire to leave 

the demands of touring with the Sousa Band so he could start a family and have more time at 

home, and the desire to �do anything I could to make the town better, because man does not live 

by bread alone. You have to have some culture in a community.�75  

 In all probability, more negotiations were taking place behind the scenes than either party 

would admit. Simon would later say that the new position �nearly caused a nervous breakdown, 

since I left the world�s greatest musical organization for the world�s worst.�76 It is hard to 

determine if his circumstances surrounding his departure from the Sousa Band were a matter of 

public record, so perhaps he was actually able to use his prestige and fame as a bargaining tool 

negotiating with Armco. Knowing that Clarke and other former Sousa band members had 

parlayed their fame into lucrative contracts as industrial bandmasters, Simon did indeed persuade 

Hook and others at Armco that a significant investment in both the band and his personal needs 

would be necessary. Hook, Chapple and other Armco Executives promised to �support you with 
                                                 

73 Ibid., 6. 
 
74 This version is widely cited, see Freedland, Ullery, and recent publicity information from the Frank 

Simon Band. 
 
75  Simon, �The Armco Band,� 6. 
 
76 Ibid., 7.    
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every reasonable request you make of us.�77 Judging by the fact that Simon later moved to a 

house in the �executive belt� of Middletown78 and lived a somewhat lavish lifestyle, his idea of 

�reasonable� was quite generous when it came to his own salary.   

 The early Armco Band was not a haphazard affair for long. Somehow, the Band grew 

from the small handful that showed up in December to a forty-piece ensemble that gave a concert 

on 7 January 1921 after only five rehearsals.79 To explain this sudden increase, Simon was 

probably more involved in recruiting behind the scenes than he would admit, and even at this 

early stage, he hired area professional musicians to perform with Armco employees. The April 

Armco Bulletin noted the progress of the Band, including the purchase of new uniforms that 

would debut on opening day of the baseball season. The author of the article praised the 

members of the Band for �serving freely for the love of music and the chance to be of service to 

the community.�80  

Also appearing in the April Bulletin was an announcement that after the Band was fully 

established, Simon would be starting an orchestra and choral society. Including wives and 

children of Armco employees and some Cincinnati Conservatory students, the orchestra did 

perform concerts during the next year, (see Figure 3), but seemed to have disbanded by 1922.81 

                                                 
77 Ibid. 
 
78 Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 3 July 2003. 
 
79 Ullery, �Frank Simon: History and Influence,� 48. 
 
80 Armco Bulletin, 8 (April 1921): 76. 
 
81 In a curious reflection of the cultural values of the 1920s, the Armco Bulletin article demonstrates clear 

gender divisions. After applauding the men for their effort in the band, the appeal for people to join the orchestra 
mentions �Armco Ladies may find this especially appealing.� (Ibid., 76). 
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This ambitious project showed that Armco had a number of things planned for Simon, but the 

 

Figure 3. Photograph, Armco Orchestra and Chorus, 1921. 

activities of the Band soon became the entire focus of his time at Armco. While the original 

intention was to offer many ensembles, the enthusiastic community reception for the Band 

eclipsed all other music activities.  The Band became Armco�s primary music offering for the 

next two decades.  

Wearing their new uniforms, the Band marched in the opening day parade for the baseball 

team.82 The new uniforms, (see figure 4)83 were obviously modeled on Sousa�s military style 

apparel. Since the costs of both uniforms and some instruments were the responsibility  

                                                 
82 The Armco baseball team was considered �semi-pro,� and once invited the Cincinnati Reds to play a 

game at Armco field. (Mr. Sam Ashworth, Middletown, Ohio, interview by author, 3 July 2003). 
 
83 Sam Ashworth Private Archives. 
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Figure 4. Photograph, Armco Band in new uniforms, 1921. 

of the Association,84 this photo suggests considerable expense had already incurred for the Band, 

still only in its first year. Notable in this 1921 photograph is the fact that the Band had grown 

into a large ensemble, including balanced sections of winds and brass. The rigid posture and 

carefully poised instruments showed the indelible influence of Sousa. Judging by appearance, 

some of the members of the Band were quite young. 

 After its successful appearance at opening day, which included an evening concert at 

Armco Field located behind the corporate headquarters, the Band performed at baseball games 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
84 Note that the bass drum has �Armco Association Band� painted on its head. The �association� would 

soon be dropped from the title.  
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each first Sunday of the month during the summer.85 In addition, the Band launched a summer 

concert series. They performed six concerts on Friday nights at Armco Field, and attendance 

figures demonstrated the immediate popularity of the ensemble, not only with Armco employees 

but also with the entire community. While slightly unreliable because they were conceived with 

corporate promotion in mind, articles in the Armco Bulletin reported figures of seven-to-ten 

thousand people, with the concert at the end of the summer drawing approximately twelve 

thousand.86   

 The Band did not perform a winter concert during the coming months.87  However, music 

activities continued. Simon provided free lessons and group classes to anyone interested in 

learning an instrument. He also continued traveling to Cincinnati to procure used instruments 

which potential band members could purchase. If an interested musician did not own an 

instrument and could not afford the purchase price, the Association would cover the initial cost 

of the instrument. The employee would then have weekly instrument payments deducted from 

his paychecks.88 

 The focus of all this activity was the 1922 summer concert series. A notice in the May 

Armco Bulletin enticed readers with a �much improved� Band playing a �better quality� of 

music.89 Improved and gaining in confidence, the Band played to thousands of people during the 

summer concerts. By early fall, a winter concert series was established. Another Armco Bulletin 
                                                 

85 Klein, �The Live Radio Broadcasts of the Armco Band,� 13. 
 
86 Ibid. 
 
87 Ibid., 15. 
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Armco provided housing, banking, groceries, and other services to employees, with the payments drawn from 
workers remuneration. Thus, a worker�s wages were often given right back to the company, usually to the profit of 
the corporation.  

 
89 Armco Bulletin, 9 (May 1922): 113. 
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notice demonstrated two ideas. First, the growing sensationalism surrounding the Band was 

evident in the phrase �the best musical events ever arranged by Armco.�90  Second, Simon had 

already established a routine of using guest soloists in every concert, a programming device he 

learned from Sousa.  

 The same Armco Bulletin contained an article written by Simon himself.  The following 

paragraph reveals his attitude about the mission of the Armco Band: 

We no longer have to attend the opera, the symphony or theater to hear good music. 
Industry has recognized its immeasurable value as a forcible element in the intellectual, 
spiritual and social upbringing of any community and is now maintaining bands, 
orchestras, and choral societies within its organization. These activities not only provide 
the employees with a clean, educational diversion (italics my own), but they render 
services in their respective communities, the influence of which resolves into a more 
cultured place in which to live.91 

 
Clearly, Simon saw the Band as an important bearer of culture in the Middletown community. 

The idea of the Band as �clean� in its character foreshadowed the spirit of the later American 

Band and Music Education Movement, which held, in part, the idea that youth who were 

involved in music were likely to excel in other academic areas and would be less likely to turn 

into delinquents.  

 In November 1922, the Armco Band took another important step. After hearing a summer 

concert, representatives of the Gennett Record Company from nearby Richmond, Indiana, 

booked the Band to record.92 Once the records were finished and pressed, the completed product 

was available for purchase with proceeds going to the Armco Association.93 The November 

Armco Bulletin contained an advertisement (see figure five).94 
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92 Armco Bulletin, 9 (October  1922): 1. 
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Figure 5. Article, 1921 Armco Bulletin. 

Again, the article�s enthusiastic tone showed the growing hyperbole surrounding the Armco 

Band. In addition, the music selections demonstrated the predilection for marches and popular 

music. The use of Simon as soloist, perhaps with spartan accompaniment, for five selections 

suggested that the Band�s playing level was still rudimentary. Unfortunately, I have not been 

able to locate any copies of this early recording to verify this claim. 

It was around this busy time in the Band�s development that Simon began to experiment 

with hiring outside musicians to supplement certain sections of the ensemble. Seeing the 

immediate improvement, he decided to try a new approach for improving the overall quality of 

the band. In his own words: 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
94 Armco Bulletin, (November 1922), n.p. (copy from private archives of Sam Ashworth). 
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 I reversed the original idea of teaching industrialists to become musicians and began to 
 import fine musicians, who were industrially inclined, and who were seeking the 
 opportunity for steady employment and the vehicle that would give them expression in 
 music.95 
 
The new system helped increase the size of the Band and made an immediate impact on quality. 

Knowing the growing influence of the Band and the potential for the Armco name to spread 

through positive community involvement, company executives apparently gave Simon wide 

latitude to continue this practice during the 1920s. By the middle of the decade, Simon was 

reviewing �thousands� of applicants, hiring new musicians based on talent, personality, and 

character.96  

 Using this recruiting technique, Simon hired several individuals who found fame either as 

musicians or in fields related to the steel industry. Two such men were Ernest Glover and 

William McFee. Glover became the manager and assistant conductor of the Armco Band, a 

position he held until the ensemble disbanded. Although they would later engage in a dispute 

over personal matters and drift apart for a few years,97 Simon and Glover were close friends and 

worked together organizing and promoting the Band. Glover would later launch a long career as 

a faculty member at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, and his legacy continues at that 

institution in the form of an annual teaching prize named for him.  

 McFee spent over forty years working at Armco in public relations. When he first applied 

to Simon for a position, he had been touring with circus bands and vaudeville acts for a few 

years. His trombone audition for Simon failed to make a good impression, but Simon asked if he 

had any other skills that would be useful for Armco. McFee had some writing experience, so 

                                                 
95 Frank Simon, �A Brief story of the Armco Band.�: n.d., 1. (Copy from Sam Ashworth private archives). 
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Simon appealed to his friend Chapple to find a place for him in the public relations office.98 

Chapple hired McFee, who became a permanent member of the Band�s trombone section and 

often wrote publicity pieces and program notes for the Armco Band. The influence of Barnum 

and Bailey�s �bally-hoo� aesthetic was evident in many of McFee�s articles. 

 Armco placed new musician recruits throughout the entire workforce, with the highest 

concentration in white-collar or administrative positions. For example, a flutist named Charles 

Knight began to appear in Armco Band programs around 1925. Remaining documents and 

photographs show Knight as the manager of the Armco corporate switchboard.99 The Band itself 

provided direct employment for others. By the mid 1920s, the group had a staff of seven. The 

first flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, bassoon and trombone players worked as Band librarians and 

office staff.100 While some of the Band�s pecuniary support drew on Association funds, Armco 

management must have provided additional financial backing to maintain this support staff.  

Given the fact that many contemporary orchestras, bands, and other musical ensembles did not 

pay significant salaries, this ideal work situation attracted top quality musicians from all over the 

nation seeking stable employment.  

 The addition of talent and support staff aided musical and material expansion throughout 

the mid 1920s. In 1925 the Armco Band presented winter concert patrons with souvenir 

programs which boldly displayed the familiar Armco corporate logo, and featured 

advertisements from area merchants101 (see Figure 6). This period also saw an increase in the  
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Figure 6. Reproduction, Pages 8�9 from Armco Band Program, 17 January 1926. 

number of performances, with eight winter concerts in 1925�26 and eighteen summer concerts in 

1926.102 Simon introduced an incentive-based pay scale, allowing the musicians to earn between 

four and eight dollars per performance. This income was in addition to the factory salary each 

player already earned, and Simon later discussed how he designed the system to encourage 

musicians to stay in shape and learn new music quickly.103 In less than five years, with the 

thorough financial support of Armco, he had turned the loosely organized group of amateurs into 
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a professional ensemble which bore striking resemblance to the Sousa Band in personnel, 

programming, comportment, and musical discipline. 

 The growing regional fame of the Armco Band attracted the attention of area radio 

stations. Eager to promote their own products and establish a commercial base, new radio 

stations in Dayton and Cincinnati contacted Armco about possible broadcasts. Seeing the 

potential for advertising, Chapple encouraged the early forays into radio broadcasting. Sponsored 

by the Cincinnati Enquirer, the first broadcast took place on 26 January 1925. The successful 

program included a variety of short musical numbers, including works by Fillmore, Lacombe, 

and von Flotow.104 On both the musical and commercial levels, the experiment worked, as seen 

in this excerpt taken from a review that appeared in the Enquirer the following day: 

 From the throbbing industrial hive that is Middletown, Mr. Simon has welded an 
 organization of musicians that is destined to take a unique place hereabouts and perhaps 
 in cities out beyond and give to Middletown and the flaming hearths that have made the 
 Armco Band possible a brighter luster.105 
 
Buried in the overuse of clever steel and metal-related metaphors, this review contains a key fact: 

the Armco Band was performing at a noticeably high standard, and the Armco Corporation stood 

to gain a great deal of positive publicity. 

 The city of Middletown was also celebrating its newfound fame. Simon, Chapple, and 

others had purposefully cultivated a positive local image for the Armco Band. They designed 

programs honoring local citizens, firefighters, police officers, boy scouts, and many more. By the 

time the Band went on the air in 1925, Frank Simon was a local celebrity. The city honored him 

in March 1925 with a gold medal in �recognition of all he had achieved.�106 
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 The Armco Band made two more significant radio broadcasts in the following months. 

The first took place on Thanksgiving Day.  By special arrangement involving telephone 

connections and other untested technology, the Band appeared on the Dayton News Radio Show. 

The music traveled through telephone wires to the WLW studios in Cincinnati, and then out to 

the nation by way of the stations powerful broadcast tower. WLW was called the �nation�s 

station� since it was the only station in the U.S.A. with a five hundred thousand watt signal. On a 

clear day, broadcasts went out to more than half the country.107 The broadcast succeeded, and 

Armco executives were pleased with the results. 

 In fact, they were so pleased that they approved another broadcast on 4 January 1926. 

This time the Band performed in Cincinnati, removing the need for a telephone connection. The 

results of the broadcast were astonishing. Two-hundred-twelve letters from thirty-four different 

states poured in to WLW,108 commending the Band�s efforts and requesting more information 

about Armco. Armco managers, especially Chapple and his public relations staff, were made 

aware of the far-reaching power of radio and its advertising possibilities. 

 After the broadcasts, Armco increased spending on the Band. To enhance the 1926 

summer concerts, the Association ordered new uniforms. To the delight of the musicians and the 

community, the company built a brand new bandshell at Armco Field.  Designed by the Holton 

Instrument Company, this structure imitated the acoustical properties of a sounding box, with �f� 

holes on either side of the shell�s interior.109 This bandshell represented considerable pride and 

expense devoted to the summer concerts (see Figure 7).110  
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Figure 7. Photograph, Armco Bandshell, Armco Field, n.d. 

In addition to concerts in the new bandshell, the Band also started performing Sunday 

afternoons at a nearby woodland park owned by Armco that local residents nicknamed �bunny 

hollow�111 (see Figure 8).112 The Middletown Civic Association provided funds for these events. 

Beginning in the winter of 1926�27, the city of Middletown underwrote the costs of the winter 

concert series. Simon later explained that there had been some opposition to this idea in the 

community, but he had used his personal connections with city leaders to overcome it.113 This 

was probably not an exaggeration, as he had gained access to the elite members of Middletown�s  

 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
111 This former Armco Park property is now the campus of Miami University, Middletown.  
 
112 Sam Ashworth private archive.  
 
113 Frank Simon, �The Armco Band� (transcript of November 1966 speech for Middletown Optimist Club, 
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Figure 8. Photograph, Armco Park known as �Bunny Hollow,� n.d. 

upper classes through his own celebrity and his involvement in the local Masonic temple. The 

result of the new funding was that all winter high school and summer Armco Park concerts were 

free to the public, further solidifying the Armco Band�s status as a local entertainment icon while 

thousands of people from all over the Miami Valley region flocked to the shows. 

  Billed as �The World�s Greatest Industrial Band,�114 the ensemble went on a three state 

tour in 1928, in cities like Zanesville, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Wheeling, West 

Virginia, where they performed for large crowds and received critical acclaim.115 Possibly 

arranged through Armco�s personal and business contacts in the region, local civic organizations 

or industrial concerns sponsored these events, including the Osiris Masonic Temple in Wheeling 

and the Pittsburgh Railway Company. Armco received many letters of congratulations and 
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gratitude, including an often-quoted letter from the Zanesville Chamber of Commerce that 

contained the following piece of fervent praise: 

 �Several of our local musical critics have informed me, however, that you are guilty of 
 misrepresentation in your advertising. Your ad states that it [Armco Band] is �America�s 
 Greatest Industrial Band.� These folks feel that if you are believers in the policy of �truth 
 in advertising,� it will be necessary for you to remove the word �Industrial� from this 
 statement.�116 
  

Programs from these concerts are no longer extant, but it is likely that the Band kept their usual 

format of marches, dance music, transcriptions of light classics, novelty numbers, and solo 

features.  

 Later in 1928, the Armco Band achieved further fame and success with two important 

engagements outside of Middletown. Because of their growing prominence, the ensemble 

received an invitation to perform at the Canadian National Exposition in August.  The only 

American ensemble selected to perform two concerts a day during the weeklong event, the 

Armco Band made headlines in the U.S. and Canada during their stay. The international crowd in 

attendance marveled at the musicianship of the Band, and the Armco name spread to more 

countries. The Band earned $6,500 for the entire week.117 Arriving home in early September, the 

Band received a hero�s welcome. Over eleven-thousand people turned out for a special 

homecoming concert.118 Later, Glover wrote the exposition management asking for a repeat 

performance in 1929, but the response stated that the Armco Band was �a success at every 
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angle,� but the policy of the exposition decreed, �an ensemble is not invited for two consecutive 

years.�119 

 The second important success of that summer was the Band�s appearance at the Ohio 

State Fair. The March 1928 Armco Bulletin announced this engagement with a flourish: �The 

Armco Band will play at the Ohio State Fair on August 26th�.The Band was unanimously 

selected to do the musical honors.�120 The announcement also revealed the popular, crowd-

pleasing nature of the planned program: �The concert will include selections from summer 

concerts and novelty numbers, such as the 1812 Overture, accompanied by fireworks.�121 After 

the Fair, Armco received many letters of praise from all over Ohio. 

 The goodwill and positive Armco publicity continued well into 1929.  Another 

experiment in radio broadcasting occurred in February.122 The summer concert series proceeded 

as planned, and thousands of people from all over southwest Ohio traveled to Middletown to see 

the famous Armco Band. Each concert still featured soloists from far-away cities such as New 

York and Chicago, and many of Simon�s famous musician friends from Cincinnati held first 

chair positions in the ensemble. For Armco, nearly a decade of investment was paying dividends 

in increased revenue as the Armco name, usually attached to �the World�s Greatest Industrial 

Band,� spread across the United States. 

 However, prosperity and success did not last. The stock market crash and ensuing panic 

and Depression suddenly placed Armco in serious financial trouble. Facing a large deficit and 

the prospect of few orders for new products, Armco released nearly half of their workforce. Due 
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to a layoff policy based on seniority, the company fired many of the musicians whom Simon 

recruited in the mid-1920s. As he would later say, �they all went out at once, just like the 

tide.�123 All Band activities were suspended. Suddenly the great community icon and popular 

entertainment force fell silent. Simon was facing failure again. The sporadic radio broadcasts 

from 1925�29 were about to pay off in an unforeseen way, however, as Simon and Bennett 

Chapple scrambled to find ways to salvage the Armco Band. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 THE CINCINNATI YEARS 

 Jack Wellbaum played piccolo and flute for the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra from 

1950�1990. When he was a high school student in Greenville, Ohio, in the late 1930s, his family, 

including parents and grandparents, would gather every Sunday afternoon and listen to the 

Armco Band broadcasts. As he told me, �The way we all look forward to NFL football on 

Sundays these days, well, that was the way that we looked forward to the Armco Band every 

Sunday back then.�124 The band director at Wellbaum�s high school played in the Dayton Shrine 

Band under the direction of Frank Simon. During Wellbaum�s junior year, the band director 

made special arrangements for Simon to attend a Greenville band concert so he could hear 

Wellbaum perform. With his mother at the piano, Wellbaum played the Chaminade Concertino. 

Simon enthusiastically told Wellbaum that he would be a soloist with the Armco Band on the air 

the following season.125 Unfortunately, it was 1939, and Armco cancelled the Band broadcasts 

the following year. Wellbaum�s brush with an American icon is a microcosm of the cultural 

phenomenon that was the Armco Band during the 1930s. 

 Just ten years prior, the Armco Band had been in serious trouble. The chaotic early days 

of the Great Depression shocked the United States, as thousands of businesses closed, banks 

failed, and millions of Americans were suddenly unemployed. Devastation and loss immediately 

hit Armco and Middletown.  In this anxious environment, Simon and Chapple worked together 

to persuade George Verity to launch a new type of Armco Band. Pointing to the success of 

earlier radio programs, they proposed a band made entirely of professional musicians that would 
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broadcast on a regular basis.126 While both men would later claim to have been the first to 

consider the concept,127 perhaps more credit is due to Chapple for successfully persuading 

Verity, Hook, and the Armco Board of Directors to pursue the idea. 

 In 1928 Verity promoted Chapple to Armco Vice President, giving him broader control 

and influence in corporate policy.128 Initiating an expensive radio advertising campaign 

represented considerable risk for two reasons. First, the unpredictable length of the Depression 

raised serious doubt that Armco could afford any advertising. Second, the products they 

manufactured were not consumer goods in the sense that customers could directly purchase 

Armco steel products. Instead, advertising had to persuade potential consumers that products 

containing Armco metals were of superior quality, from automobiles to kitchen counters. An 

avid lover of band music and lifelong patron of the arts,129 Chapple saw the Armco Band 

broadcasts as the ideal vehicle for a wide-ranging campaign that would firmly establish the 

image of Armco�s superiority with a broad range of American consumers.  

 The transition to a radio band was not difficult. Relying on popular and accessible music 

which appealed to a mass audience, Simon�s programming style was easily adapted to the new 

format. To obtain quality musicians, Armco gave Simon the budget necessary to hire the best 

wind, brass, and percussion players from the Cincinnati area. He rehired some of the top players 

from the old Armco Band and hired the best players available from the Cincinnati Symphony. 

Since the Symphony of that period paid low salaries, most of the musicians divided their time 

                                                 
126 I speculate that this new ensemble would have eventually replaced the factory-based band even if the 
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between the Symphony, theater orchestras, dance bands, and teaching.130 The Depression halted 

a number of these activities, so top players in the Symphony were readily available and probably 

eager to play for Armco Band broadcasts.  

 The first season of WLW broadcasts began in November 1929. Dubbed the Ironmaster 

Hour, each broadcast featured a variety of light band pieces interspersed with friendly chats by 

the �ironmaster� (Chapple) about the origins and wonders of modern metals. Speaking with a 

lilting, poetic voice, Chapple constructed each speech around subtle, but powerful praise of a 

wide range of industrial, commercial, and household goods which contained Armco steel. The 

most remarkable fact was that each homily mentioned the Armco name as little as possible, 

keeping the commercial message at a near subliminal level. When Armco later cut the hour-long 

program to thirty minutes, Chapple intentionally said the word �Armco� only three times per 

broadcast.131  

 While Chapple defined and designed the commercial aspects of the Ironmaster Hour, 

Simon carefully selected appropriate music. Each broadcast presented a new challenge in terms 

of timing and content. Reports on the number of actual broadcasts during the first season vary 

from thirteen,132 twenty,133 to twenty-six.134 By the fourth season in 1932, Simon�s extant 

personal records clearly show twenty-six thirty�minute broadcasts, as reproduced in Appendix 

one.   
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 Also clear on this meticulously recorded list is the fact that Simon also worked within a 

narrowly defined time structure. Simon had to program selections that filled no more than 

twenty-one minutes and thirty seconds of time to allow for eight minutes and thirty seconds of 

ironmaster chats and other commercial announcements. Common in television programming 

today, this timing structure was an emerging structural feature of radio during this period. As a 

result, Simon learned in the first season that he would have to plan each broadcast in detail and 

be prepared to press tempos forward or cut sections of final selections to accommodate 

broadcasts that were in jeopardy of exceeding the time limit.   

 Often working alone or with Glover, he would spend a significant amount of time every 

week preparing a program. In his home�s basement studio, he would listen carefully to 

recordings or sing through entire scores with a stopwatch, keeping track of seconds while he 

imagined how long each musical feature would last.135 His overall program structure followed 

the general pattern employed for Armco Band community concerts, with emphasis on music that 

appealed to a wide range of listeners. The commercial nature of the Ironmaster Hour dictated 

that alienating listeners with broadcast content meant fewer potential sales. Based on Sousa�s 

aesthetics of mass entertainment, Simon�s well-established model was appropriate for this 

climate.  

 The Armco Band�s broadcast structure crystallized into a stock formula: march, �light 

piece,� transcription of an orchestral work or featured soloist, a second �light piece,� and another 

March.136 The final March served a dual purpose: to end on an energetic and patriotic note, and, 

in case a broadcast needed more or less time, certain strains could be either spontaneously 
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repeated or deleted.137 In addition, Simon would insert novelty numbers or instrumental solos 

into this formula.  Some variation occurred when broadcasts followed a theme, such as holiday 

celebrations, individual honors, area college specials or the ubiquitous Sousa tribute concert.  

 During the first season, two significant events helped bolster the growing reputation of 

the Armco Band. In 1930 Frank Simon received an honorary doctorate from Capital College of 

Oratory and Music, now part of Capital University, in Columbus, Ohio.138 The honor bestowed a 

new layer of credibility on Simon as a musician and educator. Similar to another celebrated 

musician and innovator of the time, Joseph Maddy,139 Frank relished his new respectability and 

insisted on the formal address �Dr. Simon,� despite his lack of any actual post-secondary 

education. Seizing the opportunity to capitalize on his new stature, Armco began emphasizing 

education goals as an integral part of their advertising campaigns.  

 In addition, the inaugural convention of the American Bandmasters Association (ABA) 

took place in Middletown from 13�16 March 1930. Founded one year earlier in New York City 

by a select group of famous bandmasters including friendly rivals Edwin Franco Goldman and 

Frank Simon, this new organization brought top bandmasters from professional and college 

bands together to promote the advance of band music in material and musical terms. Sensing the 

potential for positive publicity, Chapple worked with the Middletown Civic Association to 

formulate the initial invitation,140 and ABA President Goldman accepted. Armco was the primary 

sponsor for the event, and Simon acted as the unofficial host. The event featured a steady 

schedule of luncheons, banquets, and special events, and Armco apparently shouldered a fair 
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amount of the financial burden. However, the investment paid immediate dividends. Newspapers 

all over the country reported the convention�s daily activities. In addition, Armco deliberately 

exposed guests to as much self-promoting commercial information as possible, including a group 

tour of the Armco Works, specially printed pamphlets about Armco and the steel industry, and a 

promotional display of Armco and other Middletown industrial products which filled the entire 

basement of the Manchester Inn, the convention�s primary location.141 

 The pinnacle of Armco promotions was a special Armco Band broadcast which occurred 

during the last day of the convention. Heard on WLW and five other radio stations from New 

York to Kansas City, the concert featured several of the distinguished bandmasters, including the 

aging John Phillip Sousa.142 To honor their corporate sponsors, the Band also premiered a new 

march by Peter Buys entitled The Ironmaster,143 further solidifying the link between the musical 

and commercial nature of the event. Assuming that the famous names of the bandmasters would 

draw a large audience for this concert, Armco invested in advance publicity. Again, their 

speculation proved a calculated but smart risk, as millions of listeners listened to the momentous 

broadcast. 

 Before approving a second season, Armco sent postcards to their distributors throughout 

the United States to determine the efficacy of their advertising efforts.144 The reaction was 

positive, and the new season began in October 1930. Using their trade publication, Ingot Iron 

Shop News, to reach distributors and clients, Armco announced the new season and encouraged 

dealers to attract attention to Armco products by promoting the broadcasts. To generate interest 
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in the shows, merchants were encouraged to place advertisements in local newspapers, and 

Armco provided samples.145  

 As a larger broadcast range developed in the following seasons, Armco increased 

pressure on distributors, offering posters, sample ads, and stickers (see Figure 9)146 to display in  

 

Figure 9. Reproduction, Armco Band Promotion Sticker, n.d. 

shop windows. These commercial efforts always glorified the �best industrial band in the world� 

and prominently displayed the Armco logo or name. Articles in Ingot Iron Shop News gave 

directions to dealers in simple economic terms: 

 Cash in on these radio broadcasts to the fullest extent. It is a wonderful opportunity to get 
 a jump on competition. In order to do this, make sure you are identified with this program 
 in the minds of your prospects. Overlook no opportunities to advertise yourself as having 
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 an INGOT IRON shop. The more people you tell, the greater the benefit you will 
 receive.147 
 
A list of distributors published in the same edition of Ingot Iron Shop News revealed the 

extraordinary extent of this national effort: one-hundred-twenty outlets in eighty-two cities 

located in over thirty states from New York to California sold Armco products.148 Even if only a 

fraction of these retailers participated in the full scope of the commercial effort, sales were bound 

to increase. The fact that Armco continued to post positive earnings, even during the lean years 

of the Depression, suggested that many independent dealers did take advantage of this sales 

strategy. 

 Starting in 1931, Simon programmed works from the recently developed �National 

Contest List� on each program. On one level, the altruistic reason was to provide a model of 

professionalism and musical standards for high school bands across the country. At the same 

time, this also provided another advertising avenue. Armco field representatives received 

instructions to write letters to newspapers and schools in their territory when pieces specifically 

mandated for that state or region were about to be performed.149  

 Musically, the Armco Band gained a reputation for polished playing ability and programs 

that mixed lighter fare with transcriptions of orchestral works. Scanning the programs from 

several seasons, certain orchestral works appeared on a regular basis (e.g., Poet and Peasant 

Overture, Night on Bald Mountain, and Finlandia) suggesting both familiarity on the part of the 

musicians and popularity with the radio audience. Letters arrived at Armco from all over the 

country seeking information on certain pieces or requesting repeat performances of favored 
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works. Part of the popularity of the ensemble and of certain pieces stemmed from the fact that 

Simon and the broadcast engineers worked carefully on balance and precision, seeking the 

cleanest possible rendering of each work. To achieve this goal, they devised an altered seating 

arrangement for broadcasts only, with sections arranged according to projection ability and 

proximity to the microphone (See Figure 10).150  

 

Figure 10. Photograph, Armco Band Promotional Booklet, 1938. 

As the Band gained fame, the broadcast range increased. In the early stages of the fourth 

season, WLW started participating in network broadcasts in conjunction with the National 

                                                 
150 Photo extracted from a 1938 promotional booklet, Simon Archives.  
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Broadcast Corporation (NBC). The NBC Blue network broadcast the 10 November program.151  

WLW was a powerful station, but inclement weather or other physical barriers often interfered 

with broadcasts. Once the NBC stations began to air Armco shows more listeners had access to 

the broadcasts at a higher reception quality. During the sixth season in 1934, NBC expanded the 

broadcasts to their Red network, giving the Band an extensive national audience with twenty-six 

stations from coast-to-coast relaying their shows. The Armco Band and NBC formed an 

important commercial bond for the remaining years, with the group often billed as the �Armco 

Band of NBC radio fame.�152 

 The seventh season started 28 October 1935. After successful years in time-slots on 

Thursday or Tuesday nights, the national broadcasts moved to Monday nights at 10:30 p.m. 

(Eastern Standard Time).153 The number of broadcasts dropped to thirteen per season. Specific 

reasons for this profound change were not on record, but chances were that Armco had been 

conducting annual reviews of marketing and commercial value. Alternatively, perhaps NBC was 

attempting to find a time-slot that had the highest yield in popularity, since the eighth season 

moved to Wednesday nights at 8:30 p.m. 

 During the seventh season, the American Bandmasters Association once again played a 

part in the success of the Armco Band broadcasts. The sixth annual ABA convention took place 

in Cincinnati during March 1936. Part of the festivities included a special Armco Band broadcast 

on 10 March that featured famous bandmasters taking turns conducting the ensemble. The 

broadcast was long, but did not feature the entire event. The concert itself lasted over four hours, 

                                                 
151 Klein, �The Live Radio Broadcasts of the Armco Band,� 30. 
 
152 I found this reference in a number of different promotion materials from the late 1930s in the Simon and 

Ashworth collections.  
 
153 As seen on 1935 promotional poster. (Sam Ashworth private archives). 
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with thirty different conductors taking a turn in front of the Armco Band. Frank Simon later 

admitted that the concert �was entirely too long, not only for the musicians, but for the 

audience.�154 

 The ABA convention also featured a special benefit concert for unemployed area 

musicians which took place 8 March at Cincinnati�s Music Hall. This concert contained equal 

parts of corporate charity and Armco publicity. It featured the world premiere performance of 

Ferde Grofé �s Rhapsody in Steel, later known as Symphony in Steel.  Now out of print and extant 

only in a piano reduction found in the private collection of Simon�s son, David,155 this unusual 

work required the addition of many extra musicians and featured atypical auxiliary percussion 

including pneumatic hammers and anvils. Grofé  served as the Armco Band arranger for three 

years, producing popular arrangements and original compositions, especially for holidays. A 

manic-depressive given to bouts of anti-social behavior, Grofé often lived with the Simon family 

for extended periods.156 When composing the Rhapsody, he divided his time between the Simon 

home and sleeping at the Armco Works for inspiration.157 

 Broadcasts continued for the next few years, gaining in popularity and increasing the 

fame of Simon and the Armco Band. The ensemble toured on occasion, performing concerts in 

cities throughout the Midwest. During the eighth season, a legendary broadcast took place which 

served as an excellent example of both Simon�s strong will and the pressure that Armco must 

have been placing on the ensemble to perform and maintain advertising dominance. A 

devastating flood unleashed on Cincinnati, 1 February 1937. The Crosley building, home of the 

                                                 
154 Freedland, Music Man, 181. 
 
155 I found this score in a box in David Simon�s basement. Prior to this discovery, it was believed lost. 
 
156 David Simon, Cincinnati, Ohio, interview by the author.  3 July 2003.  
 
157 Ibid. 
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WLW studios, filled with water past the first floor. When NBC engineers from Chicago arrived 

with their equipment the next day for the scheduled Armco Band broadcast, they faced a 

dilemma.  

 In a display of bravado, the engineers somehow found a boat and moved the broadcast 

equipment into the building by way of a second story window.  From that point, they carried the 

equipment up seven flights of stairs. Their load included a large generator to supply power since 

the building was without electricity. Simon called all first chair players and instructed them to 

contact their section members, urging, �Get down here, we are going on.�158 With blatant 

disregard for safety, the musicians climbed from an adjacent rooftop into a fifth story window to 

access the building. Just two minutes before airtime, WLW employees heard a police radio 

broadcast indicating that two nearby gasoline tanks had overturned, and the Crosley building was 

in serious fire danger.159 Fearing the loss of the critical national broadcast time slot, Frank Simon 

and NBC engineers gave the order to proceed.160 Wearing heavy coats to combat the lack of heat, 

the musicians shivered their way through the entire broadcast. The publicity Armco received for 

this daring (or foolish) broadcast certainly added to their mass appeal.  

 Throughout the 1930s, Frank Simon traveled extensively to guest conduct high school, 

college, and municipal bands. In the early part of the decade, he founded the Band program at the 

Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, so he used his travels to scour the country for promising 

students.  Some students received scholarships from the school, and Simon personally paid 

tuition and expenses for others. Some of these students filled the ranks of the Armco Band 

                                                 
158 Freedland, Music Man, 198. 
 
159 Article from Richmond, Indiana Newspaper account, April 1940. No date or author given, Middletown 

Historical Society Archives.  
 
160 Ibid.  
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during radio broadcasts or regional concert tours. Many of them went on to distinguished careers 

in professional music.  

 One such student was Chris Christensen. After one audition, Simon purchased a brand 

new $350 baritone saxophone for Chris.161 He later hired him to play for Armco Band 

broadcasts, and one of his contracts remains in the archives of the Middletown Historical 

Society. Christensen received a fee of twenty dollars for a rehearsal and broadcast,162 commonly 

accepted as the normal fee for Band members during the late 1930s. However, Simon earned one 

thousand dollars a week during later broadcast seasons.163 Again, following a pattern of behavior 

reminiscent of his mentor John Phillip Sousa, Simon obviously thought of himself as something 

far beyond a music director.  

 Capitalizing on Simon�s national reputation as an educator, in 1938 Armco introduced 

the innovative �Parade of Prodigies.�164 Each broadcast featured a talented student soloist. Simon 

selected some performers during his travels, and others earned invitations based on success in 

state and national solo competitions. The Armco Association paid all travel expenses, and each 

student earned a gold medal and recognition as a �championship musician.�165 Once again, this 

publicity effort paid dividends in positive press coverage. Hometown and regional newspapers 

received press releases announcing the broadcast dates, generating local excitement in a different 

region of the country each week. For example, the following article about Eugene Frey appeared, 

                                                 
161 Freedland, Music Man, 184. 
 
162 Original contract signed by Christensen and Ernest Glover, Middletown Historical Society Archives.  
 
163 Frank Simon�s 1938 Armco contract, David Simon Archives.  
 
164 Evidently, the Armco public relations staff referred to the new season as such in press releases, but the 

official name of the broadcasts remained Ironmaster Hour. 
 
165 Freedland, Music Man,202. 
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with some slight variation, in newspapers in several states including Ohio, Alabama, California, 

and New York (see Figure 11).166  

Figure 11. Reproduction, Newspaper articles promoting Armco Band high school soloist, n.d. 

                                                 
166 Undated newspaper clippings, David Simon Archives.   
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Each innovation of the broadcast years had a link to Armco�s ongoing publicity efforts. 

However, the long-term effects in terms of advances in music education and interest in music 

performance were positive, and should not be underestimated. Other corporate sponsors, 

especially the band instrument-manufacturing sector, joined with Armco to bring widespread 

publicity to the Band. Before the Armco Band�s rise to fame, Simon used his eminence as a 

cornet soloist to establish commercial relationships with several instrument-makers, from Holton 

in the 1920s to King in the 1930s. Large advertisements in a broad range of music and trade 

magazines featured Simon�s personal endorsement of specific cornets.167 

 Once the Armco Band established a presence as a national broadcasting icon, the same 

kind of sponsorship deals supplied the ensemble with instruments and endless advertising. In 

conjunction with several of their major distributors, the King Band Instrument Company 

published glossy posters that appeared in high school and college band rooms throughout the 

nation. On the surface, these posters were unabashed advertising (see Figure 12).168 

However, through the ubiquity of these posters, an entire generation of future bandleaders and 

instrumentalists learned to admire the Armco Band and idolize them for impeccable 

musicianship and technical proficiency. Professor Robert Hornyak, retired University of 

Cincinnati band conductor, colleague of Simon in the 1950s, and founder of the Simon Winds in 

the early 1980s, testified to this fact. When he was an Alabama high school student in the late 

                                                 
167 His image and name were an integral part of brass instrument advertisements well into the 1960s. His 

extensive collection of �free� instruments, including a stainless steel cornet Armco built for him in 1935, has spread 
out to many owners, so that I could only identify one extant example. Phillip Collins, current principal trumpet with 
the Cincinnati Symphony, owns one of Simon�s historic cornets. 

 
168 Framed poster, no date, David Simon archives.  
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1930s, his school band room proudly displayed Armco Band posters, and his teachers often 

urged him to listen to broadcasts.169 

  

 

Figure 12. Reproduction, �Kings of the Air,� Armco Band Poster, n.d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
169 Dr. Robert Hornyak, Cincinnati, Ohio, interview by author, 3 July 2003.  
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CHAPTER 5: 

THE DEMISE OF THE ARMCO BAND 

Despite the cultural, commercial, and musical successes outlined above, Armco 

unexpectedly cancelled the Armco Band broadcasts before the launch of the tenth season in 

1938. George Verity had moved up to the Board of Directors, and Charles Hook, his son-in-law, 

replaced him as Armco President. After close inspection of the corporate profit margins and 

expenses, Hook decided that the Armco Band Broadcasts were no longer necessary.  Michael 

Freedland�s 1994 biography of Simon claimed that the cancellation news was devastating to 

Frank Simon, especially since he was powerless to negotiate an agreeable end because no written 

contract existed.170 However, extant sources now in the possession of David Simon document 

hints of long term legal wrangling.171 Enraged and disappointed, Simon and Glover appealed for 

one more season, citing contracts with young soloists and the potential for shattered public 

expectations. Finally, Armco, Simon and Glover apparently reached a compromise. In exchange 

for a substantial corporate buy-out reminiscent of the severance packages offered to modern 

executives, Simon and Glover agreed to a final, truncated 1939 season.  

 Perhaps in his heart, Simon thought his old friends Chapple and Verity would intervene 

and overturn the cancellation after the abbreviated 1939 season. Unfortunately, this did not 

happen. Hook prevailed. Jack Wellbaum, one of millions of Armco Band fans and an emerging 

musician who aspired to earn the Armco Championship Musician Gold Medal never appeared on 

an Armco Band radio broadcast.   

 Charles Hook�s decision to cancel all future Band activities enraged Frank Simon to the 

extent that he changed the name of his popular �Camp Hook March� to �March of the 

                                                 
170 Freedland, Music Man, 211. 
 
171 Contracts and other documents, Simon Archives.   
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Majorettes.�172 Articles and editorials appeared in Middletown, Cincinnati, and other regional 

newspapers condemning the move, citing the popularity of the Band and the positive effect on 

youth in their communities. In retrospect, Hook�s decision is yet another example of what has 

become an American stereotype: the corporate leader, out of step with popular sentiment, 

callously making a decision for economic purposes. The actual situation was considerably more 

complicated, but the economic growth of Armco was almost certainly the basis of Hook�s 

controversial conclusion.  

 By 1939 Armco had comfortably moved past the insecurity caused by the Great 

Depression. Unemployment was no longer a threat for the workforce. On account of a constant 

flow of new orders from around the world, Armco Works provided plenty of opportunities for 

steady employment, including better-paying overtime hours. With expanded capital, Armco 

annexed smaller steel companies in Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Profit margins further 

increased as they attained greater control of necessary natural resources by purchasing iron 

mines, shipping lines, and other key components of the steel-making process.  

 World War II stimulated an even greater demand for Armco products. Rolled steel was 

an important component of the ships, tanks, and airplanes that fought on both sides of the war.173 

Armco was experiencing a period of rapid growth that would extend until the slow collapse of 

the company in the 1980s.  Facing this complex web of growth and undoubtedly under 

prodigious pressure from the Board of Directors and Armco shareholders to increase profits, 

Hook possibly only saw the Armco Band as a popular, but expensive, advertising campaign that 

                                                 
172 Freedland, Music Man, 211. 
 
173 Armco was serving a global market by the late 1930s, so despite their public patriotism, it is likely 

(although still unpopular to discuss, as I discovered by mentioning the idea to Middletown residents) that Germany, 
Japan, and other Axis powers used Armco products in their military build-up. 
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had served its purpose. Before cancellation, the Armco Association still paid for local summer 

concerts and other regional events, but corporate funds paid for all major activities. As 

demonstrated throughout this study, Armco�s risky investment in the Band for publicity and 

advertising purposes paid immediate and long-range dividends. Acting as an agent within a 

capitalistic, profit-driven system, Hook decided that curtailing investment in the Band would 

diminish operating expenses and free more funds for other types of development. 

 Beyond the basic economic components of the situation, other larger and more intangible 

cultural forces may have precipitated the demise of the Armco Band. Trends in American 

popular culture do not conform to simple boundaries. To suggest that the Armco Band was one 

of the last vestiges of a trend (i.e., the famous concert band playing a pleasing blend of 

European-derived music forms) which was already in decline starting in 1910, ignores the fluid 

boundaries of taste in American society. Jazz and other non-European genres were rising in 

popularity during this period, and Sousa, Simon, and the other luminaries of the great concert 

bands largely ignored this movement.174 Throughout the lifespan of the Armco Band, Frank 

Simon tenaciously stuck to a programming formula that was not adaptable to emerging trends. 

Perhaps this alienated the more progressive elements of American tastes, but the simple fact is 

that millions of people, especially those who lived in non-urban areas, still idolized and admired 

the Armco Band well into the late 1930s. As an institution, the Armco Band would not have 

remained dominant in later decades, but the sudden end of the Armco Band in 1939 seemed to 

arrive sooner than necessary. Highly polished concert bands became the province of high school 

                                                 
174 Sousa, however, embraced ragtime as a typical part of his programming.  
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and university programs,175 and would no longer hold a prominent position as American 

entertainment icons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
175 In fact, Fennel and other bandleaders would take the concert band to new levels of performing standards 

and attempted to elevate the status of smaller �wind ensembles� to equal footing with orchestras and chamber 
ensembles. Their success in this regard did stimulate the growth of a significant repertoire of �serious� band music, 
but eliminated a steady, stable audience at the same time. I played more than one concert as a member of the famous 
Eastman Wind Ensemble, puzzled by the fact that despite the accomplished playing and significant repertoire 
presented there were more people on stage than in the audience.  
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 This study began with a detailed biographical sketch of Frank Simon, with special 

attention paid to his musical development. Despite his brushes with failure and occasional 

examples of bending the truth to protect his public persona, Simon deserves copious merit as an 

American entertainment icon. After absorbing a musical and personal belief system from John 

Phillip Sousa, Simon used his strong will and entrepreneurial skill to build the Armco Band into 

a well-disciplined professional ensemble which bore striking resemblance to Sousa�s famous 

band. �The Armco Band without Frank Simon would not have been the Armco Band� echoes 

through its simplicity and directness one of the key episodes of his life.176 The delicate balance 

of cultural arbiter and mass entertainer that Simon maintained proved an ideal aesthetic for 

Armco�s local and national publicity agenda. However, a limited number of scholars have 

thoroughly explored the intertwined story of Frank Simon and the rise and fall of the Armco 

Band, and his lasting legacy as an educator and inspiration to countless numbers of future 

musicians is an area that deserves further investigation. 

 In the 1920s, residents of Middletown, Ohio, and surrounding areas embraced and 

celebrated �their� Armco Band. Other industrial music ensembles in the area certainly existed, 

but the reputation of Frank Simon coupled with the resources Armco supplied to the early Band 

quickly advanced the ensemble to superstar status. By the late 1920s, the �Greatest Industrial 

Band in the World� was not a community-based music ensemble in the traditional sense, since 

Armco had given Frank Simon the authority to invert hiring practices to facilitate the recruitment 

of highly skilled musicians. Given the popularity of the Band in the community, this evidently 

did not matter.  Attendance figures for this period were staggering by any standard. Perhaps 
                                                 

176 See Chapter 1.  
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Armco did not envision the potential for mass entertainment when founding the Band, but 

increased spending throughout the decade demonstrated the fact that Verity, Chapple, Hook, and 

others in Armco management quickly realized what they were sponsoring. Middletown, Armco, 

and the Armco Band became nearly synonymous during the 1920s. 

 The often-overlooked persistence and creative genius of Bennett Chapple saved the Band 

from extinction at the onset of the Great Depression. By creating the Ironmaster Hour for radio 

broadcast, Chapple fused the popular appeal of Frank Simon�s music programming with 

innovative advertising ideas and helped the Armco Band ascend to new heights of popularity and 

influence. On the surface, the Ironmaster Hour was little more than a subtle thirty-minute 

commercial. However, the long-term consequences and lasting impact of the broadcasts were 

wide-ranging, even if unintended. Radios were becoming fixtures in millions of American 

homes, and listeners in all states, especially in remote areas previously isolated from the rest of 

the world, suddenly gained access to music from far beyond the compass of their daily lives. The 

amateur bands in their hometowns were not consistently playing a wide range of repertoire at a 

highly proficient level, but the Armco Band certainly was.  

 In addition, schools seeking to add progressive courses to their curriculum were turning 

to music as a positive learning experience. Armco executives wasted no time utilizing this 

burgeoning education culture to further their commercial goals, giving powerful corporate 

impetus to the growing band movement.  The exact number of future musicians inspired by the 

Armco broadcasts in the 1930s was inestimable. The testaments of musicians such as Jack 

Wellbaum and Robert Hornyak, arguably two of Cincinnati�s most enduring professional 

musicians and leaders in their own right, prove this point on a specific and highly personal level. 
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 The purpose of this research was to investigate the dynamic relationship between 

commercial interests and cultural development, using the Armco Band as a case study to explore 

how this complicated affiliation shaped the ensemble into a legendary local and national 

entertainment icon. Largely forgotten today, the Armco Band provided entertainment and local 

pride for the overwhelmingly working-class city of Middletown, Ohio and later earned national 

fame through radio broadcasts heard throughout America. After launching the Band in 1920, 

Armco used the ensemble to advance a complex web of corporate goals, and the focus on only 

one narrow piece of this web (i.e., expanding markets through advertising and bolstering 

community spirit to prevent workforce unionization) does not signify that other motivations or 

goals were somehow less important. I did not intend to present a comprehensive narrative or 

cultural history of the Armco Band.  Instead, I analyzed the role of corporate music sponsorship, 

its commercial efficacy and some of the consequences of this venture. Specifically, I focused on 

Simon and his link to other famous entertainers, and how the Armco Band used well-established 

programming formulas to appeal to a broad audience.  

 In the first decades of the twentieth century, large corporations played a significant role 

in shaping American culture. Music and other forms of cultural expression was often the domain 

of local industry. In the case of Armco and Middletown, the paternalism of George Verity and 

his associates made a significant impact on the local community in terms of opportunities for 

their employees and local citizens to explore the performing arts, even if on a rudimentary level. 

Despite the complex and perhaps oppressive reasons for their interest in creating cultural 

opportunities, the Armco Band is an example of one outlet that had an enduring positive effect 

on the local, regional, and national community.  
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Appendix 1: Reproduction of Frank Simon�s personal 1932�33 program list. 
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Appendix 2: Late 1930s Publicity Photograph of the Armco Band 
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Appendix 3: Reproduction of 1921 Middletown Journal article about the Armco Band 
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Appendix 4(a): Reproduction of 22 March 1925 program 
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Appendix 4(b): Reproduction of 23 July 1931 program 
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Appendix 4(c): Reproduction of 6 August 1925 program 
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Appendix 4(d): reproduction of back pages showing Armco advertising copy, 1931 programs  
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